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It is known that the Camassa-Holm (CH) equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces 
and that therefore its integrability properties can be studied by geometrical means. 
In particular, the CH equation admits nonlocal symmetries of "pseudo-potential type": 
the standard quadratic pseudo-potential associated with the geodesics of the pseudo-
spherical surfaces determined by (generic) solutions to CH, allows us to construct a 
covering n of the equation manifold of CH on which nonlocal symmetries can be explic-
itly calculated. In this article, we present the Lie algebra of (first-order) nonlocal n-
symmetries for the CH equation, and we show that this algebra contains a semidirect 
sum of the loop algebra over si(2, R) and the centerless Virasoro algebra. As applica-
tions, we compute explicit solutions, we construct a Darboux transformation for the 
CH equation, and we recover its recursion operator. We also extend our results to the 
associated Camassa-Holm equation introduced by J. Schiff. 
1 Introduction 
The aim of this work is to continué our research on the geometric properties of the 
Camassa-Holm equation [10, 11] 
2uxuxx + uuxxx = Ut- uxxt + 3uxu (1) 
started in [43] (see also [44]). It was shown in that paper that the geometric approach 
introduced by Chern and Tenenblat in 1986 (see [12]) can be profitably applied to the 
study of Equation (1): The CH equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces, and the 
analysis of their geodesics allows us to define a "Miura transform" and a "modified CH 
equation", which has been recently discussed in [22]. As a straightforward consequence, 
we can obtain infinite sequences of (local and nonlocal) conservation laws for (1). We 
remark that this construction was the first one which successfully generated an infinite 
number of nontrivial local conservation laws for the CH equation. Other constructions 
are in the original papers by Camassa and Holm [10, 11] (in which they genérate explic-
itly three local conservation laws of CH using the bi-hamiltonian formalism), in [19] 
(in which conservation laws for CH are generated via hodographic transformations 
from conservation laws for the associated Camassa-Holm (ACH) equation introduced 
by Schiff in [49]), and in the very interesting work [33] (in which the bi-hamiltonian 
approach is effectively shown to genérate an infinite number of local conservation 
laws). 
The fact that the CH equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces also yields, 
from purely geometric considerations, an si(2, R)-valued linear problem associated 
with it, with reference to neither the bi-hamiltonian formulation of the equation as 
in [10], ñor to its condition of being "dual" to the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 
as in Schiff's work [48]. The usual scalar linear problem associated with the CH 
equation [10, 11] follows from the one considered in [43], as it does the one found by 
Schiff [48]. 
Finally, it was observed in [43] that the CH equation possesses a nonlocal sym-
metry depending essentially on a quadratic pseudo-potential naturally associated with 
the geodesics of the pseudo-spherical surfaces determined by CH. It is well known 
that nonlocal symmetries are of interest: they carry information about the existence 
of linearizing transformations (Bluman and Kumei [9], Krasü'shchik and Vinogradov 
[30, 31, 53]) and Bácklund/Darboux transformations (Krasü'shchik and Vinogradov [30, 
31], Schiff [50], and Reyes [45]), and they also allow us to construct highly nontrivial 
families of solutions to the equations at hand (Galas [21], Schiff [50], Leo et al. [34, 35], 
and Reyes [45]). In this article, we continué the investigation of nonlocal symmetries of 
the Camassa-Holm equation: we construct an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of non-
local symmetries, we observe that it contains a semidirect sum of the loop algebra over 
si(2, R) and the centerless Virasoro algebra, and as applications we obtain explicit solu-
tions anda Darboux transformation, and we re-derive the CH recursion operator appear-
ing in [20]. We note that in the case of the KdV equation, Guthrie [23] showed, using 
recursion operators, that KdV admits a Lie algebra of nonlocal symmetries isomorphic 
to a semidirect sum of the loop algebra over si(2, R) and the Virasoro algebra with zero 
central charge. The semidirect sum appearing here is different from Guthrie's. 
We also consider Schiff's ACH equation, we construct a Lie algebra of nonlocal 
symmetries (which, by reasons to be explained in the main text, is not exactly equal to 
the Lie algebra we find for CH), and we present two Darboux transformations for it. We 
do not derive a recursion operator for ACH because its construction amounts to a simple 
repetition of our calculations for CH. 
We believe that the derivation of a Darboux transformation for CH appear-
ing here is the first explicit construction of such a transformation for the Camassa-
Holm equation. On the other hand, a Darboux transform for ACH was considered 
before by Schiff in his paper [49]. The novelty of our approach rests on the fact 
that, while Schiff's transformation was originally obtained with the help of loop 
groups, we find it simply by using discrete symmetries of an equation associated 
with a quadratic pseudo-potential of ACH, as in [12]. With respect to the CH recur-
sion operator, it is well known that it can be constructed starting from the CH bi-
hamiltonian structure [10, 11], or from the recursion operator for the KdV equation 
[20]. Instead, we find it exploiting the fact that one of our nonlocal symmetries is 
related to the "squared eigenfunctions" of the scalar linear problem associated to the 
CH equation. 
We organize our work as follows: In Section 2, we review the theory of nonlocal 
symmetries of partial differential equations. We essentially follow Krasü'shchik and 
Vinogradov's approach [30, 31], although we formúlate their theory as explicitly as we 
can. We partially base this section on the expositions appearing in the papers [45, 46] by 
the second-named author. We then present Lie algebras of nonlocal symmetries for the 
CH and ACH equations in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we intégrate these symmetries, 
we present examples of (smooth and nonsmooth) explicit solutions, and we obtain our 
recursion operator and Darboux transformations. Some of the results appearing here 
have been announced in the Fast Track Communication [26]. 
The following conventions will apply hereafter: Independent variables will be 
denoted by ié, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, and dependent variables by xf, a=l,2,...,m; fe-tuples 
J= (j'i,..., jk), O < ji, J2,. . . , jk<n will denote multi-indices of order #J = k; partial 
derivatives with respect to x* will be indicated by subíndices; D¿ will stand for the total 
derivative with respect to x*: 
a m a 
Di = — + YYxfJi — , (2) 
dxl t— t— Jldiñ 
a=l #J>0 J 
in which xtfft = difj/dx*. Sometimes we will also use the Einstein summation conven-
tion. Familiarity with the geometric theory of classical and generalized symmetries as 
it appears in [31, 40] will be assumed throughout, but we recall here the following facts, 
which we shall use below: 
(1) A (system of) differential equation(s) of order l, Sa = 0, a=l,...,k, deter-
mines a subbundle S(l> of the Zth jet bundle JlE, in which E is the space 
of independent and dependent variables, E = R™ x Rm. 
(2) The bundle JlE and its subbundle S(l> can be prolonged an infinite number 
of times—assuming, as we always do, that the equation being considered 
satisfies a technical condition dubbed "formal integrability" by Goldschmidt, 
see [31] and references therein—giving rise to the bundle of infinite jets J°°E 
and to the subbundle S(oo) of J°°E. This subbundle is known as the equation 
manifold of Ea = 0. 
(3) The total derivatives (2) genérate the Cortan distribution C on J°°E. Dually, 
we can define C using differential forms: we say that a differential form &> on 
J°°E is a contad form if J°°(S)*OJ = 0 for any local section s of E, in which 
7°°(s) is the infinite prolongation of s. The set of contact forms is a differen-
tial ideal of the ring of differential forms on J°°E, locally generated by the 
basic contact 1-forms 
j 
The distribution C can be characterized as the space of all vector fields on 
J°°E annihilated by the space of contact 1-forms. Since dO?
 ik = Y,j &xJ' A 
9f • •, the distribution C is involutive. 
(4) The Cartan distribution on J°°E pull-backs to the equation manifold S(oo), 
giving rise to an involutive distribution C(S(oo>) on S(oo). Following standard 
practice, we continué denoting the pull-backs of the total derivatives (i.e., 
the local generators of the distribution C(S(oo))) as D¡. 
2 Nonlocal Symmetries of Partial Differential Equations 
Nonlocal symmetries of (systems of) partial differential equations were first studied rig-
orously from a geometric point of view by Vinogradov and Krasü'shchik in their seminal 
paper [53], and full accounts of their research appear in [30, 31]. Other approaches to 
nonlocal symmetries (of formal, algebraic, or heuristic nature) have also been advanced 
in the literature (see, e.g., [1, 2, 9, 41, 42]), but we believe that the Krasü'shchik-
Vinogradov geometric viewpoint remains the most satisfactory approach to nonlocal-
ities at our disposal. We mention three interesting earlier references on applications of 
the Krasü'shchik-Vinogradov theory: van Bemmelen [6], Dodd [18], and Kirnasov [29]. 
Definition 1. Let N be a nonzero integer or N = oo. An iV-dimensional covering n of a 
(system of) partial differential equation(s) Ea = 0, a= 1, . . . , k, is a triplet 
({yb:b=l,...,N}; {Xib : b= 1, . . . , N; i=l,...,n}; {¿¿: i = 1, . . . , n}) (4) 
of variables yb, smooth functions Xa, depending on x\ if, yb and a finite number of par-
tial derivatives of if, and linear operators 
N g 
ñi = Di + Y,Xib — , (5) 
such that the equations 
Di(Xjb) = Dj(Xib), i,j=l,2,...,n,b=l,2,...,N, (6) 
hold whenever itf{ié) is a solution to Ea = 0. D 
Smooth functions such as Xa,, depending on variables lé, if, a finite number of 
derivatives of xf, and the new variables yb, will be called differential functions, gener-
alizing slightly the conventions of [40]. It will be understood hereafter that the Índices 
i and b run from 1 to n and from 1 to N, respectively, so that instead of (4) we simply 
write JT = (yb; Xib; Di). The variables yb are interpreted as new dependent variables—the 
"nonlocal variables" of the theory—the number N is the dimensión of the covering, and 
the operators ¿¿ satisfying Equation (6) are new total derivatives naturally extending 
the operators Dt on S(oo). 
The covering n can be thought of as a fiber bundle over S(oo), the vertical coordi-
nates being precisely the variables yb. We formalize this view stating that a covering n 
consists of a manifold of the form S(oo) x R* equipped with a distribution C (the distri-
bution generated by the vector fields Di), which projects on to the Cartan distribution of 
S(oo). Equation (6) implies that [Ó¿, Dj] = 0, and therefore C is involutive. The general the-
ory of manifolds such as S(oo) x R* can be extracted from [7, 31], and several examples 
of coverings appear in [6, 29]. 
Now the operators ¿¿ satisfy Di(yb) = Xa,, and these equations are compatible 
because (6) holds. Since we expect that on solutions to the system of equations Sa = 0 
the total derivatives ¿¿ become standard partial derivatives, the equations 
should hold for each index b whenever ua{¿) is a solution to Sa = 0. These compatible 
equations specify the relations between the dependent variables xf and the new depen-
dent variables yb. Conversely, a set of equations of the form (7), which is compatible on 
solutions to the system Sa = 0, determines a covering n = (yb; Xa,; Di) where the differ-
ential operators Ó¿ are defined by means of (5). 
Equations (7) are crucial, as they allow us to study nonlocal symmetries basically 
via the local theory appearing, for example, in [40]: 
Let us assume that the dimensión N of the covering is finite (not a serious restric-
tion for us, since the case N = oo will not appear in the explicit computations to be pre-
sented in subsequent sections). We consider the bundle É = E x R* equipped with local 
coordinates (.x*, if, yb), and form the infinite jet space J°°É equipped with canonical 
coordinates 
in which I and J are multi-indices and y/7 = dyc'/dié, etc. If 
; 9 „ 9
 h d 
X = ^—+(¡)a1r-+<pb1—b dxl die dy" 
is a (generalized) vector field on É, we can prolong it to a vector field on J°°É by means 
of the standard prolongation formula [40] as follows. Let us denote by ¿¿ the total 
derivative operators on J°°E; then the infinite prolongation pr°°X of X is given by 
3 , 3 
m
coX=X+<paT + <p°-
y Jdl% ' Byb 
in which we sum over all multi-indices I, J of order greater than or equal to 1, and the 
coefficients <fiaj and <pb are given inductively by 
bo=<t>a\ »¿ = A ^ - J ] A ( f V J f e ; (8) 
fc=l 
n 
<Pb0 = <Pb-, rí^Dirí-J^ñiiñy^ O) 
k=l 
The following is our definition of nonlocal symmetries (Cf. [31, pp. 249-250]). 
Definition 2. Let Ea = 0, a= 1 . . . , fe, be a system of partial differential equations, n = 
(yb; Xib; Ó¿) be a covering of Ea = 0, and É = E x R* be the bundle defined above. A non-
local 7r-symmetry of Ea = 0 is a generalized vector field 
; 3 „ 3 i, 3 
dxl diF dyb 
on É such that 
pr°°X(Sa) = 0, and p r ° ° x f ^ - - Xib\ = 0 (10) 
on solutions to the augmented system 
dyb , , 
3a = 0; -fj = Xib. (11) 
dxl 
D 
Clearly, this definition generalizes exactly the standard local case as considered, 
for instance, in [40]. Now, as explained in [40], it is enough to consider evolutionary 
generalized vector fields in order to capture all possible generalized symmetries of the 
augmented system (11). Thus, hereafter we shall consider only generalized vector fields 
X of the form 
X=YGa— + YHb—h, (12) 
t— %xe t— dyb 
a b 
in which Ga and Hb are smooth functions on J°°É. The symmetry condition (10) can be 
further simplified because we are allowed to replace all derivatives of yb appearing in 
Ga and Hb by means of the equations 
dyb 
9? 
:
 Xib, 
and their derivatives. Explicitly, if X is given by (12), the symmetry conditions (10), on 
solutions to the augmenten system (11), become 
0£,J J 0£,J J 
(13) 
and 
0 = pr^AXtf - Xic) = £ ( ¿ j G a ) 7 ¿ W - Xic) + J2(DiHb)^(yic - Xic) 
Ti dx% 7 1 w 
Y(DjGa)^ + BiHc - YHbd^ 
u,J J b 
(14) 
If we define the matrix S+ as the standard formal linearization of the system Ea = 0 
"lifted" to the covering n (see [30, 31] and references therein), that is, 
E 3u? -Dr 
/as1 
du1 
3S2 
du1 
V 
3 Si ~ 3 Si 
~3z4 J Ihf 
3S2 ~ 
3 í4 
3Si ~ 
»¡SD' 
\ 
(15) 
and we also set 
ó r = y y ñK(Ga)— + y HC— 
a=\ #K>0 K c=\ " 
we can summarize the foregoing remarks as follows: 
(16) 
Proposition 1. Let Sa = 0, a= 1, . . . , k, be a system of partial differential equations and 
let n = (yb; Xa,; Di) be a covering of S a = 0. Assume, without loss of generality, that 
x=yGa— + yHb^T. 
^ SlC ^ dyb 
(17) 
in which Ga and Hb are differential functions on S(oo) x R*, and set 
G = (G\ G¿,..., Gmf. 
Then, X is a nonlocal 7r-symmetry of Ea = 0 if and only if the equations 
S*(G) = 0, and (18) 
Di(Hb) = DT(Xib), (19) 
hold on solutions to the augmented system (11). D 
Thus, if the "infinitesimal deformation" of the variables if along X is measured 
by G, and the corresponding deformation of the nonlocal variables yb is measured by 
the functions Hb (i.e., \£t = Ga and yb = Hb), then heuristically Equations (18) and (19) 
tell us that X is a nonlocal 7r-symmetry of the system Ea = 0 if and only if the linearized 
equations 
— Sa = 0 and —l-f1\ = xíb<r (20) 
3T 3T \ dxl ) 
are satisfied whenever x£l{xi) and yb(xi) are solutions to the system (11). 
Note that Equation (18) depends only on the vector G and the system Sa = 0, 
and that it is the obvious "nonlocal generalization" of the condition for local symme-
tries [1, 2, 9, 31, 40]. Following Krasü'shchik and Vinogradov [30, 31, 53], we cali G the 
TT-shadow of the nonlocal 7r-symmetry X. We also remark that nonlocal 7r-symmetries 
form a Lie algebra, and that this structure exists because we work on a fixed covering 
of the equation at hand. We do not expect the "space of all nonlocal symmetries" of a 
given equation to possess a Lie algebra structure. This important point is discussed 
in [30] and also in [41, 42], in which a proposal for transforming a "space of nonlocal 
evolutionary vector fields" into a Lie algebra is made. 
Hereafter, we assume that a covering (4) of Ea = 0 has been fixed, and we simply 
say "nonlocal symmetry" instead of "nonlocal 7r-symmetry". Since generalized symme-
tries transform solutions into solutions [31, 40], we have the following important result. 
Corollary 1. If i^ CxÓ and yb{^) are solutions to the augmented system (11), the solu-
tion to the Cauchy problem 
dr dr 
xf(xi,0) = i%(xi), yb(xi,0) = yb(xi) 
is a one-parameter family of solutions to the augmented system (11). In particular, 
nonlocal symmetries send solutions to the system 3a = 0 to solutions of the same 
system. D 
3 Nonlocal Symmetries for the CH and ACH Equations 
As pointed out by Krasü'shchik, Vinogradov, and their coworkers (see [30, 31] and 
references therein), standard Bácklund transformations, zero curvature representations, 
conservation laws, Wahlquist-Eastbrook pseudo-potentials, and pseudo-differential 
recursion operators give rise to coverings and so, we may expect, to nonlocal sym-
metries; see, for instance, [2, 6, 9, 21, 23, 24, 29-31]. The symmetries presented below 
depend on pseudo-potentials of the equations at hand, which we introduce as follows: 
Definition 3. Let 3 = 0 be a scalar partial differential equation in two independent 
variables. A function r is a pseudo-potential for 3 = 0 if there exist smooth functions 
/ and g depending on x, t, u, a finite number of derivatives of u and r, such that the 
1-form 
Í2r = ár -(fáx + gát), (21) 
satisfies 
dí2 r = 0 mod ür, (22) 
whenever u(x, t) is a solution to 3 = 0. D 
In other words, f is a pseudo-potential for 3 = 0 if and only if ft = gx when-
ever rx= f, rt = g and u(x, t) is a solution to 3 = 0. Of course, if the functions / and g 
above do not depend on r at all, Í2r is a local conservation law for 3 = 0 with potential 
r. Definition 3 is motivated by the seminal work of Wahlquist and Eastbrook [54] on 
quadratic pseudo-potentials of the KdV equation. Analogous definitions have been given 
by Sasaki [47] and Molino [38]. 
3.1 Nonlocal symmetries of the CH equation 
We now consider nonlocal symmetries of the Camassa-Holm equation 
2uxUxx + UUxxx = Ut — Uxxt + 3UXU: 
which we write as a system of equations for two dependent variables m and u: 
m = uxx-u, mt= -mxu - 2mux. (23) 
Our first remark [43] is that we can find a pseudo-potential y for the CH equation 
and also two potentials for conservation laws. 
Theorem 1. The system of equations 
Yx = m-—y2 + -k, yt = k(ux-y --uy\ , (24) 
in which k is a nonzero real parameter, is completely integrable on solutions to CH, 
and therefore it determines a pseudo-potential y for the CH equation. Moreover, the 
following two systems of equations are compatible on solutions to (23) and therefore 
they define potentials 5 and p for (nonlocal) conservation laws of the CH equation: 
&x=y, St = k í ux- y - -uy I, (25) 
and 
px = mes/\ Pt = es,x[-(l/2)y2 + (l/2)k2 -um]. (26) 
D 
The pseudo-potential y can be understood geometrically in terms of geodesics 
of the pseudo-spherical surfaces associated with the CH equation (23); see [12] and the 
later work [22]. A geometric derivation of (24) appears in [43], but of course Theorem 1 
can be checked directly. Its importance for us rests on the fact that the compatible sys-
tem of Equations (24)-(26) yields a three-dimensional covering n of the Camassa-Holm 
equation. 
Remark 1. As explained in [43] (see also [22, 44]), Theorem 1 allows us to genérate 
conservation laws for the CH equation. Indeed, the second equation appearing in (24) 
encodes an infinite number of local conservation laws for CH: if we write the function y 
as y = X ^ i Ynkn/2, we can find the functions yn in terms of u, m, and their x-derivatives 
recursively, using the first equation appearing in (24). If we then replace back into the 
second equation of (24), we obtain a sequence of local conservation laws for CH, as 
claimed. Their nontriviality is analyzed in [43]. We can also set y = k + J^'íLo Ynk~n- This 
expansión yields three local conservation laws and a sequence of nonlocal conservation 
laws (in the sense that their conserved densities and fluxes are defined on coverings of 
the CH equation). We once again refer to [22, 43] for details. These comments imply that 
the well-known fact that smooth solutions to the Camassa-Holm equation can develop 
singularities in finite time [13, 15, 36] is not due to the lack of local conserved quantities, 
as suspected for instance in [36]. Rather, the point is that the local conserved quantities 
do not guarantee the existence of a priori bounds for the first derivative of the solutions 
u(x, t) to the CH equation. A careful analysis of the behavior of ux in peakon-antipeakon 
collisions appears in [5]. Finally, we note that Equations (26) determine a nonlocal con-
servation law on a covering equipped with nonlocal variables y and 5. The existence of 
this conservation law is essentially connected with nonlocal symmetries; see Remark 2 
below. D 
We now classify all first-order nonlocal 7r-symmetries of the CH equation. We 
stress that we do not find "all" nonlocal symmetries of the CH equation (23). We believe 
we cannot expect to do so, due to the ease with which we can construct nonlocal objects. 
However, given some a priori restrictions, it is possible to obtain interesting classifi-
cations, as we show below. We also mention that classifications of nonlocal symme-
tries (for Burgers' equation and for a class of nonlinear heat equations) can be found 
in [29,31]. 
Now, we certainly expect that our classification recovers, in particular, all known 
local classical symmetries of CH. In order to do this (concretely, in order to recover the 
scaling symmetry td/dt - u9/9uof CH), wefind i tnecessary to assume that the parameter 
X appearing in (24)-(26) is also affected by the symmetry transformation. In other words, 
we extend the augmented system (23)-(26) with the equations 
Xx = 0, Xt = 0, (27) 
and we consider evolutionary vector fields of the form 
(28) 
C777 dU dy dó dp dk 
in which Ga, Hb, and K are functions of x, t, m, u, y, 8, fS, X, and first derivatives of m 
and u. 
Theorem 2. The first-order generalized symmetries of the augmented CH system 
(23)-(27), represented by vector fields (28), are 
9 9 (X2 Xu y2 uy2 \ 9 
Vi = (2mux + umx)- ut— + — - — + um-- 7^- + YUx\ — dm du \ 2 2 2 2X J dy 
O í o 
+ (Xy +uy- Xux)— - -élx{X2 - 2um - y2) — , (29) 
do ¿ dp 
= G] 
9 
dm + G
2 9 
du + H
1 9 
9y + H
2 9 
95 + H
i 9 
¥ 
+ K 
9 
dX 
9 d ÍX V \ 3 3 xa 3 V2 = mx \-ux h - + m - — h v \-e' m—, 30 9m du \2 2XJ dy y dS 9/3 
3 / 3 9 
V3 = — + - —, 31 
95 A. 9/3 
9 
V4=—, (32) 9/3 
7 = e i A ( ^ + m A J _ + e « A y l . + e s A m ^ + P~^ + (e2S/xm + !L\ JL (33) 
\ X ) dm du dy dS \ 2X) 9/3 
( d d d d d d \ 
V6 = A(X) m— + u— + y— + S- + P— + X—-tV1), (34) \ dm du dy dS 9/3 dX ) 
where A(X) is an arbitrary function. Consequently, these vector fields are nonlocal n-
symmetries of the CH equation. D 
This classification has been found via extensive symbolic computations using 
Mathematica software writ ten by the authors [25]. Note that the function A{X) is 
included in V6 since it affects the way in which X varíes with the infinitesimal sym-
metry transformation (34). This function is also of importance for our observations on 
the Lie algebra structure of nonlocal 7r-symmetries; see Corollary 2 and Proposition 2 
below. We also note that Vi and V2 are simply the generators of shifts with respect to 
the independent variables: they are equivalent to d/dt and -d/dx, respectively 
Remark 2. Now we can explain the origin of the nonlocal conservation law 
(mes,k)t=(es,k(-(l/2)y2 + (l/2)X2-um))x, 
with potential /3 given by Equations (26): We can see from (33) that the vector field 
(y es/l)d/duis the shadow of a nonlocal symmetry, and (33) also tells us that the infinites-
imal variation of the potential 5 as u changes to u+ r(y es/k) is precisely /3. Thus, this 
nonlocal conservation law is essentially a Lie derivative. D 
Corollary 2. The commutation table of the six nonlocal symmetries (29)-(34) of the CH 
equation is that of Figure 1 ,whenever u, m,y, S, /3, X solve the augmented CH system (23)-
(27). D 
Vi 
v2 
va 
Vi 
v5 
Ve 
Vi 
A(A)Vi 
v2 Va 
fr 
~fr 
-A(X)V3 
Vi 
-)y* 
-Va 
-A(X)Vi 
v5 
^ 
V3 
v6* 
-B(A)VÍ 
B(X)Va 
B{X)Vi 
-¡A'(X)B(X) - A(X)B>(X)]-^V6 
Fig. 1. The commutation table of the CH nonlocal symmetry algebra. In VQ* we have used B(X) 
instead of A(X). 
Remark 3. We stress the fact that the commutation table of Corollary 2 is valid only 
on shell. For example, the commutator of V5 and V6 is (we write A, A, A', instead of A(k), 
A(X), A'(X)) 
[V5, V6] = -es/xAXx(m + tmt) — 
dm 
- e
s/x
 (A"uXl + 2Akxux + A"txiut + 2A'tXxuxt + XxxA'u+ X^AtuA —, (35) v
 ' dy 
so that [V5, Ve] = 0 only after the augmented system of Equations (23)-(27) is imposed. 
This observation reminds us of infernal symmetries, a notion we now recall following 
[3]. An infernal symmetry of a system of equations Sa = 0 of order l is a vector field W 
on S(l) such that W(C(S(l))) c C(S(l)), in which C(S(l)) is the differential ideal of contact 
forms of S(l> generated by the 1-forms 6" ¿ , k= 0 , . . . , l - 1, appearing in (3). Certainly, 
if W were a vector field on the whole jet space J(l)E such that W(C(J(l)E)) c C(J(l)E) 
(what is called an external symmetry in [3]), then the restriction of W to S(l> would be 
an infernal symmetry. The question whether there exist infernal symmetries that are 
not restrictions naturally arises. For instance, a subtle result proved in [3] states that if 
a system of partial differential equations Ea = 0 satisfies a technical condition (dubbed 
the "descent property"), then every infernal symmetry of Ea = 0 is obtained by restriction 
to S(l> of a first order generalized symmetry of Ea = 0. Now infernal symmetries form 
a Lie algebra on S(l> but if they are not restrictions of external symmetries, there is no 
reason why they should form a Lie algebra on the jet space J(l>E. As (35) shows, the same 
phenomenon appears in the realm of nonlocal symmetries, reflecting the fact that they 
are defined on coverings of the equation manifold of a (system of) differential equations, 
and not on some "universal" jet space as it happens with local symmetries [40, 42]. Thus, 
it appears to us that (see also [45]) nonlocal symmetries are really to be thought of as 
generalizing the class of infernal symmetries. D 
Corollary 2 implies that the nonlocal 7r-symmetries (29)-(33) genérate a five-
dimensional Lie algebra G5. More precisely, if instead of V3, V4, V5 we use 
e=-V2XV4, f=V2XV5, h=-2kV3, 
we find the commutators [h, e] = 2e, [h, f\ = -2f, [e, f\ = h, that is, e, f, h genérate a copy 
of sZ(2). Therefore, G5 is isomorphic to the direct sum of sZ(2) and the commutative Lie 
algebra generated by Vi and V2. Now, if in addition to V\,..., V5 we consider also V6l 
we no longer have a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, since the "structure constants" we 
obtain from the table appearing in Corollary 2 are not constant numbers. In order to 
analyze the richer structure that results, let us set A(k) = 1. Then, if instead of V¿, i = 
1,. . . , 5, we consider f{k)Vi for some smooth function f{k), we obtain the commutator 
[f(k)Vi, V6] = f(k)[Vi, V6] - Ve(f(k))Vi = f(k)[Vi, V6] - kf(k)Vi, (36) 
so that if f(k)Vi is included in our Lie algebra, so is kf{k)Vi, k2 f"{k)Vi, and so forth. 
Thus, taking /(A.) = eA, for example, we genérate an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of 
(nonlocal) symmetries to the Camassa-Holm equation in the fixed covering determined 
by y, 5, p, and k. More precisely, we observe that the Lie algebra generated by the nonlo-
cal symmetries Vi,... ,V6 contains a semidirect sum of the loop algebra over si (2, R) and 
the centerless Virasoro algebra. 
Proposition 2. Let us define the vector fields 
r„x = -2kn+1 V3, T„2 = -V2kknV4, T„3 = VZÜ™T/5 , and Wn = -knL, 
in which neZ and L = V6 with A(k) = 1. Then the following commutation relations hold: 
rml T^I ryrp'2 \rP^ T ^ l r)rP^> \T^ T^~\ T^ • ÍQ7l 
[Wm, Wn] = (m-n) Wm+n; (38) 
[T^,Wn] = mT^+n, [TlWn]=(m-^JT^+n, [z£, Wn] = (m + 0 z£+n. (39) 
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3.2 Nonlocal symmetries of the associated CH equation 
We now consider the ACH equation. Define the transformation 
p=V2m, áy= páx- puát, and dT = dí, (40) 
and replace in Equation (23) (This formal change of variables makes sense: if m0(x, t) = 
Uo,xx(x, t) - Uo(x, t) does not change sign, neither does m(x, t) = Uxxix, t) - u(x, t) as u(x, t) 
evolves under the CH flow; see [17] and references therein.). We find 
(?)/ pT = -p2uy, u=^--[^-\ p. (41) 
This is Schiff's ACH equation introduced in [49]. 
Note that transformation (40) is nonlocal: the new independent variable y is a 
"potential variable" which can be determined from x, t, p, and u only through integration 
in the (x, t) plañe (see [8] for information about these "potential" transformations). In 
particular, it is not an invertible transformation, as explained in [19, 49], and so CH and 
ACH are not equivalent equations. Transformations such as (40) can change essentially 
the character of the nonlinearity of the initial equation (see [37, 51]) so that properties 
that are not apparent for it may be successfully studied for the transformed equation. 
This is exactly what happens in the case of the CH and ACH equations: Schiff observed 
in [49] that the ACH equation (41) admits a loop group interpretation, and that this point 
of view can be used to derive Bácklund transformations for ACH. Furthermore, M. Fisher 
and Schiff showed in 1999 (see [19]) that it is possible to compute conservation laws 
of (41) by means of the classical Miura-Gardner-Kruskal method [32]. On the other hand, 
as explained in Section 1, a direct construction of conservation laws for CH was carried 
out only in 2002 (see [43]) and a Bácklund-like transformation for CH has appeared only 
recently (see [26] and Section 4 of the present paper). 
The ACH equation has been also studied for its own sake: its conformal 
properties have been considered in [28], and an interesting relationship of (41) with 
the KdV equation has been observed by Hone [27]. Motivated by these works, our 
foregoing remarks, and the observation that potential transformations in general do 
change symmetry structure (see [40, pp. 121, 122] for a discussion on this point in the 
context of Burgers' equation, and [55] for relations among (contact) symmetries of a 
given equation and (a class of) nonlocal symmetries of the corresponding transformed 
equation), we now study nonlocal symmetries of the ACH equation. First of all, we trans-
form the equations for y, 8, and fí appearing in Theorem 1 using (40). 
Proposition 3. 
(1) The ACH equat ion admi t s a pseudo-poten t ia l y de termined by the compatible 
equat ions 
1 o p X y 2 PT 1 9 , , 
* = W +R2+Tp YT=\ + ^ Y+^--X\ (42) 
(2) The ACH equat ion admi ts potent ia ls 5 and fí de termined by the compatible 
equat ions 
and 
form 
8y=--, ST = X^-^j-y), 
^ e s / A , pT = -(-y2 +X2)es,k. (44) 
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We also remark that the transformation (40) implies that 
Xy = XT = 0. (45) 
Now, in analogy with the CH case, we consider symmetry vector fields of the 
, 9 r, 9 9 9 d d , W=G1 \-G2 \-Hx \-H2 \-H3 \-K—, 46 dp du dy 95 9/3 dX 
with Ga, Hb, K being functions of the variables y, T, p, u, y, 8, p, X and py, uy, uT. We 
obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. The first-order generalized symmetries of the augmented ACH system 
(41)-(45), represented by vector fields (46), are 
9 9 9 h = -pruy— + uT — dp du 
A 2 Y2 \ 
- \ - ^ - ^ u - — + pyuY\ 
9 9 / X p 
72 = P
^p + U^du+{2p+2-
9 9 
95 y 9/5 
9 
7A= • 
9/3 
k = 2e^py¡-p 
,u4 
2Xp) 
-X(y-puy)— + -es/x' 
9 y 9 1
 s/, 9 
dy pdS 2 ^9/5 (48) 
(49) 
(50) 
+ 2es/xX(y - puy)^- - es/x(X2 - y2)^- - 2X(es/xy - / 5 ) ¿ + /S2¿-, (51) 
du dy 95 9/3 
i d 9 9 9 9 9 9 \ 
W6 = A(X) p— + 2u— + 2y— + 2(5 - X ) - + 2X— - 2T— + y— , (52) \ dp du dy 95 dX dT dy/ 
where A(X) is an arbitrary function. Consequently, these vector fields are nonlocal sym-
metries of the associated CH equation. D 
The vector field We is of the form (46) because we can change ^ and j - for the 
equivalent vector fields -VJX and -W2l respectively 
Corollary 3. The commutator table of the six nonlocal symmetries (47)-(52) of the asso-
ciated CH equation is that of Figure 2 whenever u, p, y, 5, /9, X solve the augmented ACH 
system (41)-(45). D 
As in the CH case (see Remark 3) the commutation relations in Figure 2 are valid 
only on shell. For instance the commutator of W5, W6 is, explicitly, 
[W5, We] = -2X es/xÁ(X)pXy(-2u + yuy - 2TuT) — . 
dll 
The symmetries W\,..., W5 genérate a five-dimensional Lie algebra isomorphic 
to the direct sum of sl(2, R) and the two-dimensional commutative Lie algebra generated 
Wi 
w2 
w3 
WA 
w5 
w6 
Wi 
2A{X)W1 
W2 
-A(X)W2 
Wa 
W4 
-w¡¡ 
w4 
- Wi 
-2Wa 
w5 
W5 
2W3 
Ws* 
-2B{X)W1 
B(X)W2 
-2[A'(X)B(X)-A(X)B'(X)]^We 
Fig. 2. The commutation table of the ACH nonlocal symmetry algebra. In We* we have used B(X) 
instead of A(X). 
by W\, W2, and addition of W6 allows us to construct infinite-dimensional Lie algebras 
of nonlocal symmetries to the ACH equation. We observe that instead of Proposition 2, 
in this case we obtain the standard semidirect sum of the loop algebra over si(2, R) and 
the centerless Virasoro algebra: 
Proposition 4. Let us define the vector fields 
T¿ = -2XnW3, T„2 = -XnW4, r„3 = XnW5, and Vn = —X n L, 
in which neZ and L = W6 with A(X) = 1. Then the following commutation relations hold: 
íl
m'
 1
n' ~
 ¿jl
m+n' '•1m> 1n' ~ ~ ¿jlm+n' '•1m> 1n' ~ 1m+n' | o ú ' 
[Vm, Vn] = (m-n) Vm+n; (54) 
[T¿l,Vn] = mT¿l+n, [T^Vn\ = mTl+n [z£, VJ = roz£+n. (55) 
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4 Applications 
4.1 Solving the Camassa-Holm equation via nonlocal symmetries 
In this subsection, we study the flow of the vector field (33), and we use our analysis to 
obtain explicit solutions to the CH equation. We focus on (33) because the famüies of 
solutions to CH generated by the vector fields (29), (30), and (34) are simpler to obtain 
(they correspond to shifts of the independent variables and to scaling, respectively) and 
because the flows of (31) and (32) change the nonlocal variables 5 and p, but they do not 
modify the original dependent variables u and m. 
In agreement with the standard theory of generalized symmetries [31, 40], the 
system of equations we need to consider is 
y e&'\ (56) 
dx 
dm dm 2 
ym 
5 / \ (57) 
dx X' 
me
s/\ (58) — = . ps'x dx 
95 , , 
7 - = j8, (59) 
dx 
M
 = m e
2 S A + - l / 3 2 , (60) 
dX ¿A 
with initial conditions 
u(x,t,0) = Uo, m(x,t,0) = m0, y(x,t,0) = y0, S(x,t,0) = S0, and fi(x, t, 0) = fio, 
(61) 
in which Uo(x, t), m0(x, t), y0(x, t), S0(x, t), and p0{x, t) are particular solutions to (23)-
(26). General theorems on existence, uniqueness, and regularity of solutions to symmet-
ric hyperbolic quasi-linear systems such as (56M60) (see [52, Chapter 16]) allow us to 
conclude the following proposition. 
Proposition 5. Take M = S1 or M = R, and assume that the initial data 
Uo(x,t), m0(x,t), y0(x,t), S0(x,t), and p0{x,t), (62) 
belong to the Sobolev space Hk(M), with k> 3/2. Then the system (56)-(60) with initial 
conditions (61) possesses solutions u(x, t, x), m(x, t, x), y(x, t, x), S(x, t, x), and fi(x, t, x) 
on an interval I about x = 0, belonging to 
L°°(7, Hk(M)) n Lip(7, Hk-\M)). 
Furthermore, if the initial data are smooth, then so are the local (in x) solutions u(x, t, x), 
m(x, t, x), y(x, t, x), S(x, t, x), and fí(x, t, x). D 
This proposition, combined with the results reviewed in Section 2, tells us that 
if we startwith smooth initial conditions (62) globally defined for xe S1 o rxeR, we are 
able to find (at least for small valúes of x) families of solutions to the CH equation also 
globally defined for xe S1 o n s R . 
Remark 4. We note that Proposition 5 could be applied, for instance, to the interesting 
special solution 
Uo(x, t) = c e x p ( - | x - ct\), 
the standard peakon solution to the CH equation [10]. However, since a peakon is only a 
weak solution to CH (see [10, 14]), standard symmetry theory does not allow us to con-
clude that the solution u(x, t, x) we find from Proposition 5 will also solve CH. We shall 
not pursue this issue here. The reader is referred to [39], for instance, for information on 
symmetry theory and generalized solutions to partial differential equations. D 
We provide explicit formulae for the functions u(x,t,x), m(x,t,x), y(x,t,x), 
8(x, t, x), and fí(x, t, x) whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 5. The following 
observation [46] is crucial for simplifying our computations: 
Proposition 6. Assume that m(x, t, x) and u(x, t, x) are related by (23), that is, 
m = uxx-u, mt = -mxu - 2mux, (63) 
that the functions y, 8, and fí are defined by means of Equations (24)-(26), and that m, 
y, 8, and p satisfy Equations (57)-(60). Then u(x, t, x) satisfies Equation (56), namely, 
Thus, we do not need to consider the complete vector field (33) in order to study 
its action on solutions to the system (23)-(26): we can restrict ourselves to the projection 
of (33) on to the space spanned by m, y, 8, and p, that is, 
7 = es/l ( — ^ + mx) + es/lm— + ¡3— + (e2S/lm + — ) —, (65) 
p
 V X ) dm dy Hd8 V 2XJ 3/3 
and then find u as a function of the flow parameter x simply by using (64). In other 
words, we change our viewpoint, from thinking of the CH equation (63) as a differential 
equation for u(x, t), to considering (63) as an integro-differential equation for m. This 
approach has proved to be crucial for the analytic study of the CH equation: it has been 
used to determine whether solutions to CH are global in time or represent breaking 
waves [13, 15, 36], and it appears prominently in Lenells' construction of conservation 
laws [33], in the study of (multi)peakon dynamics and weak solutions [5, 10, 14], in the 
scattering/inverse scattering approach to CH [4, 5, 17], and also in a rigorous proof that 
the "least action principie" holds for CH [16]. 
We concéntrate, therefore, on Equations (57)-(60) supplemented with initial con-
ditions 
m(x, t, 0) = m0, Y(x,t,0) = y0, S(x,t,0) = S0, and P(x,t,Q) = p0, (66) 
in which m0(x, t), YO(X, t), S0(x, t), and p0(x, t) are particular solutions to (23)-(26). In 
order to solve this system, we apply a change of independent variables 
f = /(r ,x), r¡ = g(r,x): 
so that the system we are interested in becomes 
m^r + m^rjr = (m^x + m,,r¡x + -ym I es/l, (67) 
y^r + y^T=mes/\ (68) 
8&+8rirjr=p, (69) 
P^t + P,r]r=me2S'x + ^-p2. (70) 
We take % = x and we choose r¡ so that 
r]r -f]xes,x = 0; r](r = 0,x) = x. (71) 
Now we replace back into (67)-(70), and note that the left-hand side of (68) (respec-
tively (69), (70)) contains the derivative of y (respectively 5, p) with respect to x times 
the factor es/l. We can simplify (68)-(70) therefore, using Equations (24)-(26). We obtain 
the first-order system 
dm _ 2 
dx X 
y(x, r¡)m(r, r¡) e^'^1: 
— Y(r,rif - -A. I. 
2XK " 2 ' 3r " 
95 
9T 
9/3 _ 1 
íx~2X 
P(T,T}) -y(x,ri)es(r^ll. 
P(.T,r¡y 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
which has to be complemented with Equation (71), or, in other words, with the corre-
sponding characteristic equation 
dx J(r,ri)/k (76) 
Since t] appears as a parameter in Equations (72)-(76), we can solve them with 
little difficulty. The following formulae appear in [43], although the foregoing analysis 
was not explicit in that reference: 
Proposition 7. The initial valué problem (72)-(76), with initial conditions fí0 = P(Q, r¡), 
Yo = K(0, r¡), S0 = 5(0, r¡), m0 = m(0, r¡), andx 0 = x(0, r¡) = r¡, has the solution 
1 
B(r¡) 
1 
B{r¡) 
S(T, r¡) = kllí 
1 
m(x, r¡) • 
2Xf¡0, 
[yoB(r]) + reSo/xA+(r])A-(r])], 
AX2 eSo/A 
B(r¡) 
(B(r¡) + x es^xA+(r]))(B(r]) + x es^xA-(r])) '' 
AB(r¡) + x eSo/lA-(r¡)]2[B(r¡) + x eSo/lA+(r¡)]2m0: 
x(x, r¡) = r¡ + ln B(r]) + xe
So/xA-(r]) 
B{r¡) + xeso/xA+(r¡) 
in which the functions B, A+, and A~ are given by 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
(81) 
B(r¡) = -xp0 + 2X, A+(r¡) = y0 + X, A(r¡) = y0-X. (82) 
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Example 1. We consider the Camassa-Holm equation in the form 
211^11^^ + UU^rjrj —Ut — Uyrjt + 3 l ^ U : (83) 
so that the "oíd" space variable is r¡. Let us choose an obvious solution of (83), say 
Uo(r¡, t) = e'1. Then m0 = 0 and the corresponding (pseudo)potentials y0, So, and fi0 can 
be computed by means of (24)-(26). We set 
y0=X, S0=Xr] — X t, Po = C, (84) 
and we use these valúes as initial conditions for the system (72)-(76). The new space 
variable x is given by Equation (81). We find 
x(r, r¡, í) = r¡ + ln -xc+ 2X 
-rc+2X + rei-kt2X 
and 
m(r, r¡, t) = 0. 
while the (pseudo)potentials y, S, and p become 
(85) 
(86) 
y(r, r¡, t) = k, 
5(T, r¡, í) = A.ln 
P(r,r¡,t) 
M.2 ei-11 
( - T C + 2X + 2Xx ei-kt)(-rc+ 2X) 
2Xc 
-XC+2X 
Now we invert Equation (85). Taking fi0 = c= 0 and x > 0, we obtain 
1 
o X - 1 
1 + r e ' - " ; 
and it follows that 
= x - ln 11 - r e s 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
This equation allows us to write the (pseudo)potentials y, S, and j3 as functions of x, t, 
and T: 
y(x,t,t)=X, S(x,t,t) = X(x-Xt), fi(x, t, T) = 0, (90) 
and it follows that a solution to the Camassa-Holm equation 
m = uxx-u, mt = -mxu - 2mux, (91) 
is determined by the initial valué problem 
— = y(x,t,r)eS(x't'T)/l, u(x,t,0) = ex, (92) 
3T 
since at r = 0 the independent variables x and r¡ coincide. We find 
u(x, t,x) = Xx ex-xt + ex, (93) 
a superposition of a travelling wave and the elementary solution u(x, t) = ex. D 
Example 2. If we take again Uo(r¡, t) = e'1, we obtain a second solution to (91) by using 
X(—X + e'') 
v0 = — -; &o = Z^lnie71 + X) - Xr¡ + X2t; B0 = 2X2eu (94) 
e? + X 
instead of (84). Proceeding as before, we find that the oíd and new independent variables 
r¡ and x are related by 
/ ex + rX2ekt \ 
n
~
 n \ - l +xext+x + 2xXeu) '' 
and that the solution to (91) determined by the initial valué problem (92) is 
e* _ x e-
x+uX3 - 1 + r(e-x+(x/2)t)2X3 
u(x,t,r) = = — . (95) 
rX elt - 1 rX
 e-
x+lt
 - e~
x 
We interpret (95) as a nonlinear superposition of travelling wave solutions and the sim-
ple stationary solution u(x, t) = e~x. D 
4.2 A Darboux transform for the CH equation 
In this subsection, we present a Darboux-like transformation for the Camassa-Holm 
equation as an application of the foregoing theory. We follow a method first presented 
in [50] and then used in [45]. We begin with Equation (80), 
m ( T ' »?) = ^ T T Z ^ W + x eSo/XA-(r])]2[B(r]) + x eSo/xA+(r])]2mo, 
B(r]F 
in which B(r¡) = —T/}0 + 2k, A+{r]) = y0 + k, and A (r¡) = y0 - k. Replacing A± into this for-
mula and expanding, we obtain 
m{x, r¡) 1 £4 (B + re
So/ly0)2 -k2r2e2So/l m0, 
which may be written, using (25), as 
m{x, r])- (B + XT(e
So/A),)2 - k2x2 e2So/x 
B5 m0. 
Now we replace (26) into this last equation and obtain 
m{x, T])- (B + kxift^/mo),,)
2
 - k2r2(p0^/m0)2 
B2 m0, 
or, using B instead of f¡0, 
m(r, r])--
m0)j \Bm0) m0 
k 
B 
Bri 
m0 
BT¡ 
m0 
k 
B 
Bri 
m0 
BT¡ 
m0 
m0. (96) 
This is the first component of our Darboux transform. Now consider Equation (81) for 
the new independent variable x in terms of initial data associated with a "seed" solution 
Uo, m0 of the CH equation (23). Proceeding as before, we easily obtain 
x(r, r¡) = r¡ + \rí 
r¡ + ln 
B + reSo,k(y0-k) 
B + reSo'l(y0 + k) 
B-k(^) +k(^\ 
B-kí^n-) -k(^) 
\moJ \moJ 
1] ln 
B + kx{eSolx)r] -kreSo/x 
B +kx{éolk)r] +kt é<>lk 
that is, 
x(r, r¡) = r¡ + \rí (97) 
These computations allow us to prove (we do not write explicitly the dependence on x 
and we omit the subscript
 0 from all formulae) the following proposition. 
Proposition 8. The Camassa-Holm equation (23), understood as an equation for m, is 
invariant under the transformation r¡ i-> x and m(r¡, t) i-> m(x, í), in which 
x=x{r¡, í) = r¡ + ln m. 
(S), 
(98) 
and m(x, t) is obtained by inverting (98) and replacing into 
m = exp[2(x(?j, í) - r¡)] X 
B 
B i 
m 
m. (99) 
In Equations (98) and (99), B = B(r¡) = -xp(r¡, t) + 2X, the functions m(r¡, t) and P(r¡, t) are 
related by 
m = X—- ln ' 
dr¡¿ m dr¡ \m 
(100) 
and f}{-q, t) is a solution to the equation obtained from replacing (100) into 
m ~~2 dr] \m 
n2 
um (101) 
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Proof. We just derived Equation (98). Equation (99) is then obtained by replacing (98) 
into (96). In order to find Equation (100), we write 5 = X ln(/í,/m) using the first equation 
in (26), and then we substi tute into the first equation appearing in (24). Finally, 
Equation (101) is obtained by writing 5 and 5, in terms of fí as before and substitut-
ing into the second equation in (26). • 
4.3 A recursion operator for the CH equation 
In this subsection, we remark that we can recover the recursion operator for 
the Camassa-Holm equation [10, 20] using the shadow y e ( 1 ' A , s ^ of the nonlocal 
28 R. Hernández Heredero and E. G. Reyes 
symmetry (33). Let us define \¡r by means of 
y = 2X— = 2Xln(ir)x, (102) 
in which y is a solution to the pseudo-potential equations (24). The function \¡r solves 
the second-order linear problem 
^«=(¿m+iV' (103) 
appearing in the scattering/inverse scattering analysis of the CH equation [4, 10]. We 
also obtain an equation for \¡rt from the second equation of (24), but we will not need it 
for what follows. We write the potential 5 in terms of \¡r as 
S = 2A.ln(V0, 
and therefore the function G = y e(1/l>s becomes 
G = 2X% exp((l/A.)2A. ln(VO) = 2A%[exp(ln(yO)]2 = 2Xfxf = X(x(r2)x, (104) 
so that our shadow G is in fact a "squared eigenfunction"! Our goal is to obtain an 
eigenvalue problem for G using (103). First of all we note that 
B-lG = Xf2, DxG = 2X(x¡r2x + ffxx), D2XG = 2X(3x¡fxfxx+ffxxx). (105) 
We multiply (103) by 2X\¡rx and we obtain 
2Xfxfxx=(^m + ^jG. (106) 
On the other hand, the third equation appearing in (105) implies that 
2Xfxfxx=-(D2xG-2Xffxxx), (107) 
and we can compute the term 2X\\r\\rxxx appearing in this equation taking x-derivative of 
(103) and multiplying the resulting equation by 2Xf. We obtain, using again (105), 
2Xffxxx=-mxD-lG + (—m + - J G, 
and therefore (107) becomes 
2Xfxfxx=^ (D2XG - ^mxD-'G - ( ¿ m + ^ j Gj . 
Replacing into Equation (106), we find the following equation for the shadow G: 
9 1 i 2 DlG mxD~1G - -mG = G. x
 X x X 
Equivalently, we can write this equation as 
{D2X- \yl{mxD-1 + 2m)G = XG. (108) 
This is the eigenvalue equation for the squared eigenfunction G which we were trying 
tofind. The formal pseudo-differential operator (Dx - l)~1(mxDx~1 + 2m) is precisely the 
recursion operator for the Camassa-Holm equation [20]. 
4.4 Solving the ACH equation via nonlocal symmetries 
Solutions of the ACH equation 
pT = -p2uy, u=^-(^) p (109) 
P Y 
have been obtained by Schiff [49] and Hone [27], independently of the relation between 
CH and ACH. In particular, Hone shows in [27] how to obtain solutions to the ACH 
equation from r-functions of the KdV hierarchy. It is of interest to genérate solutions to 
ACH without using the potential transformation (40), because this change of variables 
can be applied only to positive (or negative) solutions to the Camassa-Holm equation; 
see [49]. We note that our elementary solutions (93) and (95) change sign (depending on 
the valúes of the parameters X and x), and that a formal application of (40) to them only 
yields trivial solutions. 
We genérate solutions to ACH using nonlocal symmetries. We consider solutions 
generated by the flow of the vector field (51), by reasons entirely analogous to the ones 
given at the beginning of Section 4.1. 
The flow of (51) is determined by the system of equations 
d
^ = 2es'lpy, (110) 
3T 
du 
9r " 
dy _ 
dx ' 
95 
9r " 
d_i_ 
= 2Xes'lly-pj-
= -e
s,x(k2 -y2), 
= -2k(es/xy -P), 
-P2: dx 
(111) 
(112) 
(113) 
(114) 
with initial conditions u(y, T, 0) = Uo, p(y, T, 0) = po, y (y, T, 0) = y0, S(y, T, 0) = 50, and 
P(y, T, 0) = Po. We easily find 
P(T) = — ^ - , (115) 
1 -rPo 
T(X2coo-cooyo2 + yoPo)-yo , 1 1 C , Y(r) = , (116) 
rPo- 1 
5(T) = S0 - A.ln[(l - rPo +oj0yoi: - rXoj0)(l - rPo + «oKoT + rka>0)], (117) 
Po(l-rPo + oJoyor-rkoj0)(l -rPo + ojoyor+ rkoj0) , l i n , 
P(r) = , i i A A2 ' ( 1 1 8 ) 
( -1 + xPo)2 
in which &>0 = eSo/A. It remanas to obtain u{x). In actual fact, it is possible to obtain u{x) 
directly from the ACH equation (109) without solving Equation (111), as this equation is 
a consequence of the augmented ACH system (41)-(44) and the flow Equations (110) and 
(112M114): 
Proposition 9. Assume that p, u and the functions y, S, and p satisfy the compatible 
Equations (41)-(44), (110), and (112)—(114). Then u satisfies Equation (111), namely, 
Yr=2Xé' V-pYy)- (U9) 
D 
Proof. We take the derivative with respect to x in Equation (42) for yT and simplify 
using (43), (44) and the flow Equations (110) and (112)-(114). We obtain 
yTr = 2kuyes/x - k2—es/x + y2 — es/x - 2k2y es/x +A.14. (120) 
On the other hand, taking the derivative with respect to T in Equation (112) yields 
YxT = k2PLesix + y2PLes/x + 2Xyues'x. (121) 
Equating (120) and (121), we find 
2kyes" + 2kes'^ = - . 
and use of (41) yields (119). • 
Example 3. We take po = c, in which c is a constant different from zero. Equation (41) 
tells us that u® = -c2/2. We compute y0, S0, and p0 by means of (42)-(44) and obtain 
yo(y, T) = fj,k, (122) 
$0 =/¿X (-- XTY (123) 
2/x A) = — exp M ' c (124) 
in which \x = ^ /kc2 + k2/k. Equation (118) then implies that 
f 1 + r(-£- + k/j, + k) e^-kTA (1 + r ( - £ + k/j, - k) e^-kTA 
p(y,T,T) = c± ^ ¿± % i (125) 
solves the ACH equation (109). D 
4.5 Darboux transforms for the ACH equation 
In this subsection we obtain two Darboux transforms for the ACH equation (109). 
The second transformation is obtained via a reasoning analogous to the one used for 
the CH equation, while the first Darboux transform does not have an analog in the CH 
theory (What can be proved in the CH case following our first method is studied in the 
paper [22]). We finish our work pointing out that combination of our two transformations 
allows us to exhibit a nonlinear superposition rule for ACH. 
Let us consider the quadratic pseudo-potential y (y, T) defined by Equations (42), 
namely, 
1 o p X y 2 PT 1 9 , 
y y = - — K 2 + f + - , yT = Y + ^y + Xu--^. (126) 
Computing p(y, T) from the first equation in (126), we obtain 
3 fd Y y(y,T)2 
p(yT) = -y(yT)+^-y(yT)) + ™ L X _ , , ( 1 2 7 ) 
and replacing (127) into the equation for yTl we find a (fairly complicated) differential 
equation for y, which, however, can be studied using MAPLE: it can be checked that this 
equation is invariant under the change 
y^-y, V l h ^ - V I . (127a) 
(We note that this method yields, in the CH case, a nonlocal equation for the CH pseudo-
potential; see [22]). 
Equation (127), however, is not invariant under the change (127a). Instead, we 
obtain that 
3 fd Y y(y,T)2 
p(y,T) = --y(y,T)+^-y(y,T)) + ™ L X _ , ( 1 2 8] 
is also a solution to ACH. Subtracting (127) and (128), we find the following proposition. 
Proposition 10. If y (y, T) is determined by Equations (42), and p(y, T) is a solution to 
the ACH equation (41), then so is 
p(y T) = p{y,T)-2d-f{y,T). u 
dy 
This transformation was found by Schiff in [49] using loop groups, and it has 
been re-derived by Hone from a relationship between KdV and ACH found by him in [27]. 
Of some interest is the fact that it depends only on the existence of a quadratic pseudo-
potential for ACH. 
Now we use the flow of the vector field (51) as given by formulas (115)—(118) to 
obtain a second Darboux transform for ACH: 
Proposition 11. Assume that p(y, T) solves the ACH equation (41), and that ft(y, T) is a 
solution to 
PL=-y2+^\ ( 1 2 9 ) 
h p 
in which y is a solution to the compatible system (42). Then the function p(y, T) given by 
P=J-i + J^(k\S-*í2<\ Jl ,,30) -1+TJ8 \PjYj (-l+r/3)2 p 
also solves (41). D 
Proof. We start with Equation (127) for p(y, T) and we write it in the form 
cooYor \ r2X2
 2 P=
^-
1 +
 ^ TTW -rrrw^- (131) 
Now we use Equations (43) and &>0 = eSo/A to wri te (131) as 
rXpo(es°'%\2 r2X2 ^2So/x p=Pol-l+ — / M - . 1 - L fl,2A)e^/A, (132) 
\ - 1 + T/30 / (-1 + rp0y 
and we find (130) from this equation by writing eSo/l in terms of /30,y and pb using 
the first equation in (44), changing p to p, and then dropping the subindex
 0. Finally, 
Equation (129) is obtained directly from the second equation in (44), simply using the 
V identity eSo/x = 2ftY/p as above. 
Finally, we note that the first equation in (126) implies that Equation (129) can 
be written as 
^- = -UP-2YY): 
Py 
and Proposition 10 says that p=p-2yy is a new solution to the ACH equation. We 
therefore interpret Proposition 11 as providing us with a nonlinear superposition rule 
for ACH. 
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